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About This Game
Take the evolution into your own hands.
Step into the amazing world of Sparkle – a surreal ocean, where life is thriving and conditions are perfect to make an
evolutionary leap.
A beautiful visual experience. Control the fate of a single dreamlike organism through the course of it’s life. Explore the vast
ocean in search of micro-elements that will help you evolve from a tiny speck of life into a magnificent Sparkle. You can
choose whether your Sparkle will become a quick and relentless hunter, a peaceful plant-eater or a creature whose feature lie in
between.
Every element you eat matters. Every element will influence how your sparkle grows, what his skills will look like, what his
strengths and weaknesses will be. Spend the micro-elements in the genetic store to improve your Sparkle the way you want.
Partake in quests essential to your Sparkle growth. Evolve special skills that will help you in your journey. Become the master of
the evolution.
- Virtually unlimited number of gene manipulation to perform
- 12 dreamlike levels to explore
- multiple quests to complete
- special class powers to unlock
- fights with epic bosses
- mesmerizing ambient soundtrack
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Good for blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥up. No soundtrack?? is this game still beta?. Good game :D
I recommend it :D. It took me 5 hours to download this game on the day it was released but it was so worth it! Graphics are
great just like the new emily games and the levels are challenging. I especially liked the bonus levels they added. If you liked the
Emily series then buy this!
Cons: that damn mouse and can't get the theme song out of my head. It's borderline for me, I completed it but I was getting
bored in the last 30 minutes. Tick Tock Isle will take 90 minutes or less, and I do think it could've been shorter since there is a
lot of backtracking. The map is pretty confusing, and even if you know the layout, you will have to search all the rooms to find
the next items to progress the story. There's not a lot of dialog or flavor text, and it's not really funny. The pace really dragged at
times, searching all the rooms to find what was expected next, but the whole package didn't feel like 90 minutes. Being built in
Fusion really doesn't help, meaning no options and the Escape key kicks back to the main menu with no question. I'm interested
in what the devs can do in the future, but I can't really recommend this game. It's not bad, but not worth the time still. The initial
mystery fades away into a routine item hunt.. I LOVED every second of this journey.....Its like you created it just for me. Loved
the music, Loved the sacred geometry shapes, colors and all around vibe....I will be using it as a meditation tool. PLEASE
PLEASE PLEASE create more .....Blessings to your team, you guys rock :). Very nice level, with humorous dialogues in
particular during the intro, which turn this level in a parody of the TV show. If you liked the base game you will like this new
level, if you like the TV show you'll enjoy this dlc even more. Sadly this is a very short dlc, the story last no longer than 10
minutes, however these are ten epic minutes.
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Very creatively crafted puzzle game. Solving it is a fun thing.. The kalypso launcher just does not work correctly. I have
installed and registered the game earlier, but when I now reinstalled it via steam it refuses to log me in saying the key i
registered to my account is already used, by the account I'm trying to log in with .... best not toplay it on windows 8.1 it runs
quitslow but still play able, some of the pasengers take the♥♥♥♥♥♥to get onto the bus i would say it needs updating to be able
to work for windows 8/8.1 ?
. Status: All levels beaten (including Secret ones) and All bosses defeated
Bought it on Steam sale some days ago and it already became one of my favourite games. Didn't get into Super Star Path and
still lurking around Bot Vice trying to figure out if that one is up my valley, but definitely can say that Sisters is an amazing
game, especially in co-op.
Extremely great looking (top notch pixel art which looks on the same level as AAA SNES games back in a day), intensely fun,
well thought out and really, really polished.
The story is the weakest point though, it looks like it desperately tries to copy Disgaea, but fails miserably and misses all marks
possible. The actors did a good job with that was provided to them, but hearing them reading such texts is...ehhhhh, better be
skipping it.
The game has many bosses, some of which are pretty challenging. Besides taunting the player(s), they also make funny sounds
when the ball hits them, most likely these will stay with you for quite a while.
Beaten in 5~ hours (before unlocking four more secret levels) and wish there was more of it. Sequel, perhaps?. A Great concept
and idea, and i cant wait to see it go forward. it does have its issues and buggs, but thats why this game is at Early. Those who
say otherwise forget what the whole goal of Early access is about.. Are all RPG Maker RPGs alike? If you had bought cheapo
bundles in the past, you might start to think so. Same assets with characters transplanted between games in creepy fashion. The
mediocre sounds. Crappy level design, Not in this case. This developer commissions or makes his own assets that have a unique
flair. The soundtrack is actually fantastic. The menus are a bit flaky(go to Windowed mode and right click the top for options)
and a design decision in Twisted Forest may make you spin your wheels in circles trying to trigger the next event. Hint: Talk to
EVERYONE at the shop. You're welcome! Other than that section, the game is enjoyable and the monsters are cool, especially
the bosses. The dialogue is creative though not as perverse as one may currently expect from Crankage. I guess with this being
his first game, he had not quite pushed that envelope yet. But do pick this bundle up.. Sunless Skies has some great gaming
elements (interesting dialogues, stunning visuals, creative music). However, this game is a constant and painful grind: You may
run courier missions for money (sovereigns), while gaining a property called terror. Pretty much all interactions with the
environment increases your terror. Unfortunately, once your terror is maxed - you die. So, instead of freely exploring his
environment, our dear locomotive driver (you) hastily rushes from one port to another in search for sovereigns, supplies, fuel or
absolution of terror. That's pretty much it. Even after 45+ hours of gaming and exploring two worlds with different locomotives.
TL:DR
If you feel like you need to punish yourself, play this game.
Descenders Trials of Ascension: Exile Ringing in 2019!:
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What a rollercoaster 2018 was for us! Just six months ago we Early Access launched ToA: Exile, and it has been an exciting
journey since. In that time we have welcomed new team members, parted ways with a few others, and received a great deal of
fantastic feedback from our community that has helped us improve the game as well as determine where to focus future
development.
The team would like to share the departure of two team members with the community. Michael “Dyer3D” Dyer, one of our 3D
artists, has decided to start down the hard road of creating his own studio. Meanwhile, one of our programmers Jesse “emrys90”
Norris accepted the opportunity to pursue his passion for VR programming. We wish them both the best of luck and thank them
for their contributions to the project.
Now that they have had a chance to settle in, I am excited to announce our new team members. First is David “KaliGS”
Partouche. He joined the team as a programmer and has previously worked on AI at Atari and Frontier Development. We are
very excited to have him on the team and David has already made solid contributions to the game’s development. Our second
new team member is Corbin Reeves, who filled the position of Game Designer. He teaches game design at a university during
the day and spends his evenings reviewing our game design documentation and improving the design. We’re eager to begin
implementing several of his changes in the coming months.
We’re also looking to expand the team further! If you head over to our Hiring[trialsofascension.com] page, we have postings for
a C#/Unity programmer, an Environmental Artist, and an Audio Specialist. If you have the skills for the job and think you
would be a good fit for our team, you can send your application to contact@forgedchaos.com.
During the last two months, a few members of our art team have been busy working on a major upgrade to our customization
system. Once all their changes have been fully implemented, players will be able to customize their character at a whole new
level. Character height, shoulder, hip, and waist width, and facial characteristics will be customizable for humans. We are still
determining what kind of customization we can include for raknar and dragons outside of the basics.
Additional steps for the dragon nests have been implemented and are in testing. More bugs have been tested, confirmed, and
fixed as well, including the odd one that allowed for tree climbing.
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Our first goals for 2019 include upgrading Unity to allow for greater native support, implementing several much requested
improvements to the user interface, and the continued work on the dragon systems. We also want to make it so that the tutorials
are less intrusive, correct some of the inconsistencies with interactions, and move the inventory to a grid system, so that icons
won’t overlap anymore.
We haven’t forgotten the dragon gameplay improvements we promised! As much as we want to start adding additional content
to the game, we feel that it is equally as important to fix any issues that exist in our current content. If he hasn’t started already,
Corbin will be going over the the new dragon mechanics we’ve designed and look for anything we might have missed, find
better methods to implement our goals, and so on. As we continue to develop the game, we will be looking into ways to permit
design edits so that we could possibly allow modding of the game in the future.
A roadmap that outlines those mechanics, and other future mechanics, should be up soon on the website for you all to follow. As
with the old roadmap, there won’t be any dates, but it will allow our fans to follow along with our progress and see the direction
we want to go in the future.
Speaking of new features, that brings me to a few changes we are implementing now in the New Year in regards to updates. We
had originally wanted to release a new build every month and include whatever we had finished in that time. However that
wasn’t working well for us as a team and now we are instead going to release themed content updates with fully completed
features. So that means that we will not be releasing a new build until the mechanic we are working on is completely
implemented and as tested as we can get it in-house. The only exceptions to this will be patches to fix bugs that are discovered
after the build is released.
Thank you for following our progress and we look forward to another year of ToA: Exile development! Please share your
thoughts with us in our official forums at http://trialsofascension.com/forum/threads/first-post-of-2019.11718/.
. Dark Quest 2 is now fully available!:
Launch Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYuo6ZOQKHY
Thank you all for your support and help.
Enjoy!. Update: Build 0.45:
Outside would tell you it was complete every time you started the game
The Urn was not giving the correct reward when you broke it the first time.
Fixed some bugs relating to the dungeon treasure chest numbers
Solving the code on the treasure chest will no longer block ceiling drips from falling into the bucket
Petri Dish will longer show up if the microscope is already glowing
Fixed a gem converter bug that occurred after upgrading the outside to level 2
Targeting for Hammers, Swords, and Brooms has been reworked. They should be much more accurate now.. First news about
updates in game!:
Hello there. Since the release of our project in Steam Early Access we managed to make dozens of large and small edits in the
game. And we would like to collect all the information in one news and tell to our players about it. Details in below:
1. Added 3 new regions for game servers, also we are considering options with remaining regions of the world.
2. Added support for external translation files and already integrated 2 user translation of the game from our players.
3. Fixed bug with accounting of kills from a spade, to complete the specialized tasks.
4. Fixed translation of user servers control menu.
5. In the craft section added display identifier (uid) of items that you would like to exchange.
6. Fixed bug with players respawn destruction and player's hanging in the air during next respawn.
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7. Implemented voted system to kick unscrupulous users from the game server. The current implementation is not final, work in
progress. We are open to suggestions.
8. In honor of Halloween, added the task for a thematic case. One key and a case everyone can get for free, hurry to pick up
your gift in the tasks section of the game.
9. Added two new Halloween themed skins, one of which is also available for free to everyone, you can pick it up in the game
store.
Thank you all for your feedback and support. Good Luck!

. Update v0.3.1:
- Fixed a bug where the character voluntarily enters a wall and die.
- Redesigned Secret Room 1 again.
- Added more tutorials.. Erannorth Reborn is available in Early Access:

The initial EA Price will be 8.99 €, but you can purchase it till 22 April at 10% off (8.09€).
Before you do, let me recap briefly what is available in the current EA Build 0170, so we are in the same page.

EA Build 0170 Status. Build 21:
Build 21 is now live and includes the following:

delay activation of space blobs
fix for space blobs getting offset over time
add some random asteroids in the middle of the galaxy
reduce intensity of terraform success SFX
reduce volume of transmission SFX
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. Christmas Event:

It's almost that time again! Yes, we are talking about the most wonderful time of year! Hefei is already decorated and brimming
with Christmas cheer! This time around, Santa needs your help to make this Christmas a memorable one! Partake in all of our
Christmas events and make this year one for the books!

Defeat the North Sea Rudolph!
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